A. Write in words.
1. 55p = twenty p or twenty pence
2. £ 100.50 = One pound one hundred and fifty pence
3. £ 8.20 = Eight pounds twenty pence
4. £ 45.12 = Forty five pounds twelve pence
5. £10.60 = Ten pounds sixty pence
6. £ 35.25 = Thirty five pounds twenty five pence
7. 80p = eight pence
8. £ 15.40 = Fifteen pounds forty pence
9. £ 14.00 = Fourteen pounds
10. £ 20.30 = Twenty pounds thirty pence

B. What's this in English? Write the answers.
-etonobok
1. elhdnric
2. hecrtae
3. ceergnsi
4. aefrrm
5. ednttu
It is a notebook.

C. Describe the animals.
-sheep dog / England
This sheep dog is from England. It is an English sheep dog.
1. lion / Africa
2. car / America
3. tiger / Africa
4. panda / China

D. Change.
-I am a student. he He is a student.
1. We are students.
a) he
b) she
c) they
d) doctor
2. Ayla is my sister.
a) friend
b) daughter
c) she
d) brother
3. This is my pen.
a) friend
b) brother
c) notebook
d) bag
4. He is Mustafa Gülen.
a) Serhat Uzun
b) she
c) student
d) doctor

E. Complete the following sentences with "there's, there are, Is there" or "Are there".
1. ______ a beech down here.
2. ______ two cats and a dog in the garden.
3. ______ a bus to Trabzon?
4. ______ a post office near here?
5. ______ a good restaurant in this street.
6. ______ a hospital in this town.
7. ______ a lot of children in the street.
8. ______ five trees in the garden.
9. ______ a television in the street.
10. ______ a big basket on the table.

F. Write the nationalities of the following people.
-Eyüp is from Turkey. He is Turkish.
1. Dumon is from India.
2. Mary is from the States.
3. Jorge is from Spain.
4. Yoshimi is from China.
5. Ramon is from Africa.

G. Look at this family tree. Write a sentence.

H. Fill in the blanks. Use the following information.

a) Write the missing words.
-Hello. I'm Buket. And this is my brother. His name's Levent.
That’s Mr. Alperen. ’s Buket’s teacher.
2. This is Deniz. ’s a friend from school.
3. Good morning. Mr. Sağlam. ’m Buket’s teacher.
4. That’s Buket’s mother. ’s name’s
5. Hello, ’s Levent.
6. How are ?
7. That’s Buket’s dog. ’s name’s Miço.

b) Write the words in the correct sentences.
friend, teacher, mother, brother, sister, father, dog.
Demet is Buket’s sister.
1. Mrs. Sağlam is Buket’s
2. Mr. Sağlam is Buket’s
3. Mr. Alperen is Buket’s
4. Miço is Buket’s
5. Demet is Levent’s.
6. Levent is Demet’s _____________.
7. Deniz is Buket’s _____________.

c) Complete the passage with the correct form of the verb to be.

This _____ Buket’s family. Mr and Mrs Sağlam _____ Buket’s father and mother. Demet _____ Buket’s sister. Demet and Levent _____ twins. Ali _____ Buket’s little brother. Boncuk _____ the family’s cat. Miço _____ the family’s dog.

I. Complete the conversation.

Tim: Hello.
Ramin: ________________.
Tim: How are you?
Ramin: ________________.
Tim: This is my cat.
Ramin: ________________?
Tim: Her name is Boncuk. And this is my dog.
Ramin: ________________?
Tim: His name’s Karabaş.
Tim’s father: Tim! Tim!
Ramin: ________________?
Tim: That’s my father.
Ramin: Good morning Mr. Clifford.
Tim’s father: _________________.
Tim: I must go now. Good bye.
Ramin: _________________.

J. Make sentences.

He/Canada/Canadian
He is from Canada. He is Canadian.
1. They/Mexico/Mexican. _________________.
2. We/Brazil/Brazilian. _________________.
3. She/Holland/Dutch. _________________.
4. He/Italy/Italian. _________________.
5. John/The U.S.A/American. _________________.
6. You/Portugal/Portuguese. _________________.

K. Change The Following Sentences into Singular or Plural.

1. I am a child.
2. She is a girl.
3. He is a good teacher.
4. I am a young man.
5. It is a good picture.
6. The watch is new.
7. The oranges are there.
8. This isn’t his book.
9. Is she a good student?
10. What is your name?
11. It is a window.

M. Ask and answer.

How much is that? That’s 95 pence, please.
How much is a cup of coffee? It’s 25 pence.

Example:
a cup of tea (20p) How much is a cup of tea? It’s 20p.
1. a piece of cake (45p) _________________.
2. an egg sandwich (30p) _________________.
3. a glass of orange juice (20p) _________________.
4. a beef sandwich (40p) _________________.
5. a cheese sandwich (25p) _________________.

either / too

Ali is a barber. Ercan is a barber, too.
Ahmet isn’t an engineer. Hasan isn’t an engineer, either.

N. Complete the sentences with "too" or "either"

1. I’m a student. You’re a student, ________.
2. She’s a nurse. I’m a nurse, ________.
3. They aren’t teachers. We aren’t teachers, ________.
4. Jane isn’t a pilot. Mary isn’t a pilot, ________.
5. Bill is an engineer. John ________, ________.
6. George ________ ________ grocer. I’m a ________, ________.
7. Bob isn’t a ________. You ________ a cook, ________.
8. You ________ a mechanic. Helen is a ________, ________.
9. This ________ a cat. That isn’t ________, ________.
10. David is ________ ________. ________ a postman, ________.